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This paper demonstrates an attempt to incorporate a simple and generic constraint handling technique to the Probability
Collectives (PC) approach for solving constrained optimization problems. The approach of PC optimizes any complex system
by decomposing it into smaller subsystems and further treats them in a distributed and decentralized way. These subsystems can
be viewed as a Multi-Agent System with rational and self-interested agents optimizing their local goals. However, as there is no
inherent constraint handling capability in the PC approach, a real challenge is to take into account constraints and at the same
time make the agents work collectively avoiding the tragedy of commons to optimize the global/system objective. At the core
of the PC optimization methodology are the concepts of Deterministic Annealing in Statistical Physics, Game Theory and Nash
Equilibrium. Moreover, a rule-based procedure is incorporated to handle solutions based on the number of constraints violated
and drive the convergence towards feasibility. Two specially developed cases of the Circle Packing Problem with known solutions
are solved and the true optimum results are obtained at reasonable computational costs. The proposed algorithm is shown to be
sufficiently robust, and strengths and weaknesses of the methodology are also discussed.

1. Introduction

The growing complexity and uncertainty of the problem
domain motivated some researchers to resort to a distributed
and decentralized optimization approach [1–5]. Such an ap-
proach decomposes an entire system into smaller subsystems
for individual optimization to reach the system level opti-
mum. These subsystems together can be viewed as a collec-
tive, which in other words is a group of learning agents or a
multiagent system (MAS). In a distributed MAS, the rational
and self-interested behavior of the agents is very important
to achieve the best possible local goal/reward/payoff, but it is
not trivial to make such agents work collectively to achieve
the best possible global or system objective. Moreover, in the
context of distributed MAS, the concept of “tragedy of com-
mons” certainly becomes important and requires special at-
tention. It refers to the situation in which the rational and
self-interested independent individuals deplete the shared
limited resource in a greedy way, even if it is well understood

that it may not be beneficial for long-term interest collective-
ly for all; that is, an individual may receive a benefit but on
the other hand the loss will be shared among all [6]. In a dis-
tributed MAS, if every rational and self-interested agent tries
to achieve the individual goal in a greedy way, it may lead to
poor system performance [7]. On the other hand, in order to
achieve the true global optimum, not every individual agent
can receive the best it could have. To achieve the best system
objective in a distributed MAS, the tragedy of commons
should be avoided. In addition, similar to conventional (cen-
tralized) optimization approaches, the problem becomes
harder when constraints are involved and thus constraint
handling remains a key issue to be addressed [8–10].

An emerging artificial intelligence tool in the framework
of collective intelligence (COIN) for modeling and control-
ling distributed MAS referred to as probability collectives
(PC) was first proposed by Dr. David Wolpert in 1999 in a
technical report presented to NASA [11]. It is inspired from
a sociophysics viewpoint with deep connections to game
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theory, statistical physics, and optimization [2, 12]. From
another viewpoint, the method of PC theory is an effi-
cient way of sampling the joint probability space, converting
the problem into the convex space of probability distribu-
tion. PC considers the variables in the system as individual
agents/players in a game being played iteratively [3, 13, 14].
Unlike stochastic approaches such as genetic algorithm (GA),
swarm optimization or simulated annealing (SA), rather
than deciding on the agent’s moves/set of actions, PC allo-
cates the probability values for selecting each of the agent’s
moves. At each iteration, every agent independently updates
its own probability distribution over a strategy set which is
the set of moves/actions affecting its local goal which in turn
also affects the global or system objective [2]. The process
continues and reaches equilibrium when no further increase
in reward is possible for the individual agent by changing
its actions further. This equilibrium concept is referred to
as Nash equilibrium [15]. The concept is successfully for-
malized and implemented through the PC methodology. The
approach works on probability distributions, directly incor-
porating uncertainty, and is based on the prior knowledge
of actions/strategies of all the other agents. The approach of
PC has been implemented for solving both unconstrained
[4, 5, 7, 16–24] as well as constrained [1, 13, 14, 25–28]
optimization problems. The associated literature is discussed
in the following few paragraphs.

It was demonstrated in [29] optimizing Schaffer’s func-
tion that the search process in PC is more robust/reproduc-
ible as compared to GA. In addition, PC also outperformed
GA in the rate of descent, trapping in false minima and long-
term optimization when tested and compared for the multi-
modality, nonlinearity, and nonseparability in solving other
benchmark problems such as Schaffer’s function, Rosen-
brock function Ackley Path function, and Michalewicz epi-
static function. Some of the fundamental differences between
GA and PC were also discussed in [16]. At the core of the GA
optimization algorithm is the population of solutions. In
every iteration, each individual solution from the population
is tested for its fitness to the problem at hand [16] and the
population is updated accordingly. GA plots the best-so-far
curve showing the fitness of the best individual in the last
preset generations. In PC, on the other hand, the probability
distribution of the possible solutions is updated iteratively.
After a predefined number of iterations, the probability dis-
tribution of the available strategies across the variable space is
plotted in PC optimizing an associated homotopy function.
It also directly incorporates uncertainty due to both imper-
fect sampling and the stochastic independence of agents’
actions [16]. The above comparison with GA indicated that
PC can potentially be applied to wide application areas.

The superiority of the decentralized PC architecture over
a centralized one was underlined in [7] solving the 8-queens
problem. Both approaches differ from each other because of
the distributed sample generation and updating of the proba-
bilities in the former approach. In addition, PC was also com-
pared with the backtracking algorithm referred to as asyn-
chronous distributed optimization (ADOPT) [30]. Although
the ADOPT algorithm is a distributed approach, the commu-
nication and computational load was not equally distributed

among the agents. It was also demonstrated that although
ADOPT was guaranteed to find the solution in each run,
communication and computations required were more than
for the same problem solved using PC.

The approach of PC was successfully applied solving the
complex combinatorial optimization problem of airplane
fleet assignment having the goal of minimization of the num-
ber of flights with 129 variables and 184 constraints. Apply-
ing a centralized approach to this problem may increase the
communication and computational load. Furthermore, it
may add latency in the system and result in the growing pos-
sibility of conflict in schedules and continuity. Using PC, the
goal was collectively achieved exploiting the advantages of
a distributed and decentralized approach by the airplanes
selecting their own schedules depending upon the individual
payoffs for the possible routes [13]. The approach of PC was
also successfully applied solving combinatorial optimization
problems such as the joint optimization of the routing and
resource allocation in wireless networks [17–23].

Two different PC approaches were proposed in [25]
avoiding airplanes collision. In the first approach, every air-
plane was assumed to be an autonomous agent. These agents
selected their individual paths and avoided collision with
other airplanes traveling in the neighborhood. In order to
implement this approach, a complex negotiation mechanism
was required for the airplanes to communicate and cooperate
with one another. In the semicentralized approach, every
airplane was given a chance to become a host airplane which
computed and distributed the solution to all other airplanes.
It is important to mention that the host airplane computed
the solution based on the independent solution shared by
previous host airplane. This process continued in a sequence
until all the airplanes selected their individual paths. Both
approaches were validated solving an interesting airplane
conflict problem in which the airplanes were equidistantly
arranged on the periphery of a circle. The targets of the indi-
vidual airplanes were set as the opposite points on the pe-
riphery of the circle setting the center point of the circle as a
point of conflict. In both approaches, the collision avoidance
constraints were incorporated using a penalty function ap-
proach.

A variation of the original PC approach in [3, 12–14]
referred to as sequentially updated PC (SPC) was proposed
in [24]. The variation was achieved by changing the sampling
criterion and the method for estimating the sampling space
in every iteration. The SPC was tested by optimizing the
unconstrained Hartman’s functions and the vehicle target
assignment type of game. The SPC performed better with
higher dimension Hartman’s functions only but failed to
converge in the target assignment game.

The sampling method as well as associated sampling
space updating scheme of the original PC approach was
modified by the authors of this paper. The modified PC ap-
proach was validated by successfully optimizing the Rosen-
brock function [5]. It was also applied for solving two test
cases of the NP-hard combinatorial problem of Multidepot
multiple travelling salesmen problem (MDMTSP) [1] as well
as the cases of single-depot MTSP (SDMTSP) [26]. In solving
the MDMTSP and SDMTSP, in order to handle constraints,
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several heuristic techniques were successfully incorporated.
In addition, a constrained PC approach using penalty func-
tion method successfully solving three test problems was pro-
posed in [27].

The potential of PC in mechanical design was demon-
strated for optimizing the cross-sections of individual bars
and segments of a 10 bar truss [14] and a segmented beam
[4], respectively. The 10 bar truss problem in [14] was solved
as a discrete constrained problem while the segmented beam
problem in [4] was solved as a continuous unconstrained
problem. In [14], the solution was feasible but was worse
than those obtained by other methods [31–33]. The ap-
proach of PC [13, 14] was also tested on the discrete con-
strained problem of university course scheduling [28], but
the implementation failed to generate any feasible solution.

The above discussion shows that PC is versatile and appli-
cable to variegated areas including constrained optimization
problems such as fleet assignment [13], ten bar truss prob-
lem [14], MDMTSP [1], SDMTSP [26], university course
scheduling [28], and so forth. It is important to note that
in [13, 14, 28] the approach of incorporating constraints into
PC algorithms was not explicitly mentioned and demonstrat-
ed. Furthermore, in [1, 26], a repair approach pushing the
solution into the feasible region was implemented. Such an
approach may not be usable for handling generic constraints.
If complexity of the problem and related constraints increase,
the repair work may become more tedious and may add
further computational load, limiting the use of the repair
approach to smaller-size problems with fewer constraints. In
addition, although a constrained PC approach was imple-
mented in [25] as well as by the authors of this paper in [27]
using penalty function method, it was noticed that the ap-
proach was sensitive to the choice of penalty parameter and
its updating scheme, which required several associated pre-
liminary trials.

This paper demonstrates an attempt to develop a generic
constraint handling technique for PC in order to make it an
even more versatile optimization algorithm. A variation of
the feasibility-based rule originally proposed in [34] and fur-
ther implemented in [35–40] was employed solving two cases
of the circle packing problem (CPP). Furthermore, similar to
[34–40] where additional techniques were implemented to
avoid premature convergence, a perturbation approach was
incorporated. In addition, attaining the true optimum solu-
tion to CPP using PC clearly demonstrated its ability to avoid
the tragedy of commons.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses various prominent characteristics of the
PC method highlighting its competence over other algo-
rithms optimizing collectives. The framework and detailed
formulation of the constrained PC method is presented in
Section 3. It includes the formulation of homotopy function,
constraint handling technique using the feasibility-based
rule, and the concept of Nash equilibrium. In Section 4, the
validation of the constrained PC approach is shown by solv-
ing two test cases of the CPP. It also includes the associated
problem specific heuristic technique. The evident features,
advantages, and some limitations of the constrained PC ap-
proach are discussed in Section 5. Finally, the concluding

remarks along with the future directions are presented in
Section 6. The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
scheme minimizing the homotopy function is discussed in
the appendix provided at the end of the paper.

2. Characteristics of PC

The PC approach has the following key characteristics that
make it a competitive choice over other algorithms for opti-
mizing collectives.

(1) PC is a distributed solution approach in which each
agent independently updates its probability distribu-
tion at any time instance and can be applied to con-
tinuous, discrete, or mixed variables, and so forth,
[2, 11, 13]. Since the probability distribution of
the strategy set is always a vector of real numbers
regardless of the type of variable under consider-
ation, conventional techniques of optimization for
Euclidean vectors, such as gradient descent, can be
exploited.

(2) It is robust in the sense that the cost function (global/
system objective) can be irregular or noisy; that is, it
can accommodate noisy and poorly modeled prob-
lems [2, 7].

(3) The failed agent can just be considered as one that
does not update its probability distribution, without
affecting the other agents. On the other hand, it may
severely hamper the performance of other techniques
[7].

(4) It provides the sensitivity information about the
problem in the sense that a variable with a peaky dis-
tribution (having highest probability value) is more
important in the solution than a variable with a broad
distribution; that is, peaky distribution provides the
best choice of action that can optimize the global goal
[2].

(5) The formation of the homotopy function for each
agent (variable) helps the algorithm to jump out of
the possible local minima and further reach the glob-
al minima [13, 26].

(6) It can successfully avoid the tragedy of commons,
skipping the local minima and further reach the true
global minima [7].

(7) The computational and communication load is mar-
ginally less and equally distributed among all the
agents [7].

(8) It can efficiently handle problems with a large num-
ber of variables [13].

With PC solving optimization problems as a MAS, it is
worth discussing some of its characteristics to compare the
similarities and differences with multiagent reinforcement
learning (MARL) methods. Most MARL methods such as
fully cooperative, fully competitive, and mixed (neither co-
oper-ative nor competitive) are based on game theory, opti-
mization and evolutionary computation [41]. According to
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[41], most of these types of methods possess less scalability
and are sensitive to imperfect observations. Any uncertainty
or incomplete information may lead to unexpected behavior
of the agents. However, the scalability of the fully coopera-
tive methods such as coordination-free methods can be en-
hanced by explicitly using the communication and/or un-
certainty techniques [41–44]. On the other hand, PC is
scalable and can handle uncertainty in terms of probability.
Moreover, the random strategies selected by any agent can be
coordinated or negotiated with the other agents based on the
social conventions, right to communication, and so forth.
This social aspect makes PC a cooperative approach. Fur-
thermore, indirect coordination-based methods work on the
concept of biasing the selection towards the likelihood of the
good strategies. This concept is similar to the one used in
the PC algorithm presented here, in which agents choose the
strategy sets only in the neighborhood of the best strategy
identified in the previous iteration. In the case of mixed
MARL algorithms, the agents have no constraints imposed
on their rewards. It is similar to the PC algorithm in which
the agents respond or select the strategies and exhibit self-
interested behavior. However, the mixed MARL algorithms
may encounter multiple Nash equilibria while in PC a unique
Nash equilibrium can be achieved.

3. Conceptual Framework of Constrained PC

PC treats the variables in an optimization problem as indi-
vidual self-interested learning agents/players of a game being
played iteratively [13]. While working in some definite direc-
tion, these agents select actions over a particular interval and
receive some local rewards on the basis of the system objec-
tive achieved because of those actions. In other words, these
agents optimize their local rewards or payoffs, which also
optimize the system level performance. The process iterates
and reaches equilibrium (referred to as Nash equilibrium)
when no further increase in the reward is possible for the
individual agent through changing its actions further. More-
over, the method of PC theory is an efficient way of sampling
the joint probability space, converting the problem into
the convex space of probability distribution. PC allocates
probability values to each agent’s moves and hence directly
incorporates uncertainty. This is based on prior knowledge
of the recent action or behavior selected by all other agents.
In short, the agents in the PC framework need to have knowl-
edge of the environment along with every other agent’s recent
action or behavior.

In every iteration, each agent randomly samples from
within its own strategy set as well as from within other agents’
strategy sets and computes the corresponding system objec-
tives. The other agents’ strategy sets are modeled by each
agent based on their recent actions or behavior only, that is,
based on partial knowledge. By minimizing the collection of
system objectives, every agent identifies the possible strategy
which contributes the most towards the minimization of the
collection of system objectives. Such a collection of func-
tions is computationally expensive to minimize and also may

lead to local minima [3]. In order to avoid this difficulty,
the collection of system objectives is deformed into another
topological space forming the homotopy function parame-
terized by computational temperature T [45–48]. Due to its
analogy to Helmholtz free energy [12, 45–49], the approach
of deterministic annealing (DA) converting the discrete var-
iable space into continuous variable space of probability dis-
tribution is applied in minimizing the homotopy function.
At every successive temperature drop, the minimization of
the homotopy function is carried out using a second-order
optimization scheme such as the Nearest Newton Descent
Scheme [2–5, 7, 11–14, 16–29] or BFGS Scheme, and so
forth.

At the end of every iteration, each agent i converges to
a probability distribution clearly distinguishing the contri-
bution of its every corresponding strategy value. For every
agent, the strategy value with the maximum probability value
is referred to as the favorable strategy and is used to compute
the system objective and corresponding constraint functions.
This system objective and corresponding strategy values are
accepted based on a variation of the feasibility-based rule
defined in [34] and further successfully implemented in [35–
40]. This rule allows the objective function and the constraint
information to be considered separately. The rule can be de-
scribed as follows:

(a) any feasible solution is preferred over any infeasible
solution;

(b) between two feasible solutions, the one with better
objective is preferred;

(c) between two infeasible solutions, the one with fewer
constraint violations is preferred.

In addition to the above, a perturbation approach is also
incorporated to avoid premature convergence. It perturbs the
individual agent’s favorable strategy set based on its recip-
rocal and associated predefined interval. The solution is
accepted if the feasibility is maintained. In this way, the algo-
rithm continues until convergence by selecting the samples
from the neighborhood of the recent favorable strategies.
The neighborhood space is reduced or expanded according
to the improvement in the system objective for a predefined
number of iterations.

In some of the applications, the agents are also needed to
provide the knowledge of the interagent relationship. It is one
of the information/strategy sets which every other entitled
agent is supposed to know. There is also global information
that every agent is supposed to know. This allows agents to
know the right to model other agents’ actions or behavior.
All of the decisions are taken autonomously by each agent
considering the available information in order to optimize
the local goals and hence to achieve the optimum global
goal or system objective. The following section discusses the
constrained PC procedure in detail.
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3.1. Constrained PC Algorithm. Consider a general con-
strained problem (in the minimization sense) as follows:

Minimize G

Subject to gj ≤ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , s

hj = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . ,w.

(1)

According to [8–10], the equality constraint hj = 0 can
be transformed into a pair of inequality constraints using a
tolerance value δ as follows:

hj = 0 =⇒
⎧
⎨

⎩

gs+ j = hj − δ ≤ 0 j = 1, 2, . . . ,w,

gs+w+ j = −δ − hj ≤ 0.
(2)

Thus, w equality constraints are replaced by 2w inequal-
ity constraints with the total number of constraints given by
t = s+2w. Then, a generalized representation of the problem
in (1) can be stated as follows:

Minimize G

Subject to gj ≤ 0, j = 1, 2, . . . , t.
(3)

In the context of PC, the variables of the problem are con-
sidered as computational agents/players of a social game be-
ing played iteratively [3, 11]. Each agent i is given a prede-
fined sampling interval referred to as Ψi ∈ [Ψlower

i ,Ψ
upper
i ].

As a general case, the interval can also be referred to as the
sampling space. The lower limit Ψlower

i and upper limit Ψ
upper
i

of the interval Ψi may be updated iteratively as the algorithm
progresses.

Each agent i randomly samples X [r]
i , r = 1, 2, . . . ,mi

strategies from within the corresponding sampling interval
Ψi forming a strategy set Xi represented as

Xi =
{

X [1]
i ,X [2]

i ,X [3]
i , . . . ,X [mi]

i

}

, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N. (4)

Every agent is assumed to have an equal number of strate-
gies; that is, m1 = m2 = · · · = mi = · · · = mN−1 = mN . The
procedure of modified PC theory is explained below in detail
with the algorithm flowchart in Figure 1.

The procedure begins with the initialization of the
sampling interval Ψi for each agent i, temperature T � 0 or
T = Tinitial orT → ∞ (simply high enough), the temperature
step size αT (0 < αT ≤ 1), convergence parameter ε = 0.0001,
algorithm iteration counter n = 1, and number of test
iterations ntest. The value of αT and ntest are chosen based
on preliminary trials of the algorithm. Furthermore, the
constraint violation tolerance μ is initialized to the number
of constraints |C|; that is, μ = |C|, where |C| refers to the
cardinality of the constraint vector C = [g1, g2, . . . , gt].

Step 1. Agent i selects its first strategy X [1]
i and samples ran-

domly from other agents’ strategies as well. This is a random
guess by agent i about which strategies have been chosen by

the other agents. This forms a “combined strategy set” Y[1]
i

given by

Y[1]
i =

{

X [?]
1 ,X [?]

2 , . . . ,X [1]
i , . . . ,X [?]

N−1,X [?]
N

}

. (5)

The superscript [?] indicates that it is a “random guess”
and not known in advance. In addition, agent i forms one
combined strategy set for every strategy r of its strategy set
Xi, as shown below:

Y[2]
i =

{

X [?]
1 ,X [?]

2 , . . . ,X [2]
i , . . . ,X [?]

N−1,X [?]
N

}

,

Y[3]
i =

{

X [?]
1 ,X [?]

2 , . . . ,X [3]
i , . . . ,X [?]

N−1,X [?]
N

}

,

...

Y[r]
i =

{

X [?]
1 ,X [?]

2 , . . . ,X [r]
i , . . . ,X [?]

N−1,X [?]
N

}

,

...

Y[mi]
i =

{

X [?]
1 ,X [?]

2 , . . . ,X [mi]
i , . . . ,X [?]

N−1,X [?]
N

}

.

(6)

Similarly, all the remaining agents form their combined strat-
egy sets.

Furthermore, every agent i computes mi associated ob-
jective function values as follows:

[

G
(

Y[1]
i

)

,G
(

Y[2]
i

)

, . . . ,G
(

Y[r]
i

)

, . . . ,G
(

Y[mi]
i

)]

. (7)

The ultimate goal of every agent i is to identify its strategy
value which contributes the most towards the minimiza-
tion of the sum of these system objective values; that is,
∑mi

r=1G(Y[r]
i ), hereafter referred to as the collection of system

objectives.

Step 2. The minimum of the function
∑mi

r=1G(Y[r]
i ) is very

hard to achieve as the function may have many possible local
minima. Moreover, directly minimizing this function is quite
cumbersome as it may need excessive computational effort
[3]. One of the ways to deal with this difficulty is to deform
the function into another topological space by constructing
a related and “easier” function f (Xi). Such a method is re-
ferred to as the homotopy method [45–48]. The function
f (Xi) can be referred to as “easier” because it is easy to com-
pute; the (global) minimum of such a function is known and
easy to locate [45–47]. The deformed function can also be re-
ferred to as homotopy function J parameterized by compu-
tational temperature T represented as follows:

Ji(Xi,T) =
mi∑

r=1

G
(

Y[r]
i

)

+ T f (Xi), T ∈ [0,∞). (8)

For further simplicity and understanding the above homo-
topy function, Ji(Xi,T) can be rewritten as

Ji(Xi,T) =
mi∑

r=1

G
(

Y[r]
i

)

− T f ′(Xi), T ∈ [0,∞). (9)

The approach of deterministic annealing (DA) is applied to
minimize the homotopy function in (9). The motivation
behind this is its analogy to the Helmholtz free energy
[26, 27]. It suggests the conversion of discrete variables into
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Figure 1: Constrained PC algorithm flowchart.
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random real valued variables such as probabilities. This con-
verts the original collection of system objectives

∑mi
r=1G(Y[r]

i )
into the “expected collection of system objectives”
∑mi

r=1E(G(Y[r]
i )). Furthermore, a suitable function for f (Xi)

is chosen. The general choice is to use the entropy function

Si = −∑mi
r=1q(X [r]

i )log2q(X [r]
i ) [44–46]. The following steps

of DA are formulated based on the analogy of the homo-
topy function to the Helmholtz free energy discussed in
[12, 26, 27].

(a) Agent i assigns uniform probabilities to its strategies.
This is because, at the beginning, the least infor-
mation is available (the largest uncertainty and high-
est entropy) about which strategy is favorable for
the minimization of the collection of system objec-

tives
∑mi

r=1G(Y[r]
i ). Therefore, at the beginning of the

“game,” each agent’s every strategy has probability
1/mi of being most favorable. Therefore, probability
of strategy r of agent i is

q
(

X [r]
i

)

= 1
mi

, r = 1, 2, . . . ,mi. (10)

Each agent i, from its every combined strategy set

Y[r]
i and corresponding system objective G(Y[r]

i ) com-
puted previously, further computesmi corresponding

expected system objective values E(G(Y[r]
i )) as fol-

lows [2, 3, 11–14]:

E
(

G
(

Y[r]
i

))

= G
(

Y[r]
i

)

q
(

X [r]
i

)∏

(i)

q
(

X [?]
(i)

)

, (11)

where (i) represents every agent other than i. Every
agent i then computes the expected collection of sys-

tem objectives denoted by
∑mi

r=1E(G(Y[r]
i )). This also

means that the PC approach can convert any discrete
variables into continuous variable values in the form
of probabilities corresponding to these discrete vari-
ables. As mentioned earlier, the problem now be-
comes continuous but still not easier to solve.

(b) Thus, the homotopy function to be minimized by
each agent i in (9) is modified as follows:

Ji
(
q(Xi),T

) =
mi∑

r=1

E
(

G
(

Y[r]
i

))

− TSi

=
mi∑

r=1

⎛

⎝G
(

Y[r]
i

)

q
(

X [r]
i

)∏

(i)

q
(

X [?]
(i)

)
⎞

⎠

− T

⎛

⎝−
mi∑

r=1

q
(

X [r]
i

)

log2q
(

X [r]
i
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(
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(

X [mi]
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(

X [?]
(i)
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− T

⎛

⎝−
mi∑

r=1

q
(

X [r]
i

)

log2q
(

X [r]
i

)
⎞

⎠,

(12)

where T ∈ [0,∞). When the temperature T is high
enough, the entropy term dominates the expected
collection of system objectives and the problem be-
comes very easy to be solved.

Step 3. In the author’s previous work [1, 4, 5, 26], Nearest
Newton Descent Scheme [3] was implemented for mini-
mizing the homotopy function Ji(q(Xi),T). Motivated from
this scheme [3], the minimization of the homotopy function
Ji(q(Xi),T) given in (12) is carried out using a suitable
second-order optimization technique such as the Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) scheme [50, 51]. It is im-
portant to mention that, similar to the Nearest Newton De-
scent Scheme, the BFGS scheme approximates positive defi-
nite Hessian. The BFGS scheme minimizing (12) is discussed
in the appendix.

Step 4. For each agent i, the optimization process converges
to a probability variable vector q(Xi) which can be seen as
the individual agent’s probability distribution distinguishing
every strategy’s contribution towards the minimization of the

expected collection of system objectives
∑mi

r=1E(G(Y[r]
i )). In

other words, for every agent i, if strategy r contributes the
most towards the minimization of the objective compared
to other strategies, its corresponding probability certainly in-
creases by some amount more than those for the other strate-
gies’ probability values, and so strategy r is distinguished
from the other strategies. Such a strategy is referred to as

a favorable strategy X [fav]
i . As an illustration, the converged

probability distribution for agent i may look like that shown
in Figure 2 for a case where there are 10 strategies, that is,
mi = 10.

Compute the corresponding system objective G(Y[fav])
and constraint vector C(Y[fav]) where Y[fav] is given by

Y[fav] =
{

X [fav]
1 ,X [fav]

2 , . . . ,X [fav]
N−1,X [fav]

N

}

. (13)

Step 5. Accept the system objectiveG(Y[fav]) and correspond-
ing Y[fav] as current solution if the number of constraints
violated Cviolated ≤ μ. Update the constraint violation
tolerance μ = Cviolated and continue to Step 6.

If Cviolated > μ, then discard current system objective
G(Y[fav]) and corresponding Y[fav], and retain the previous
iteration solution and continue to Step 6.

If the current system objective G(Y[fav]) is feasible, that is,
μ = Cviolated = 0 and is not worse than the previous feasible
solution, accept the current system objective G(Y[fav]) and
corresponding Y[fav] as current solution and continue to
Step 6; else discard current feasible system objective G(Y[fav])
and corresponding Y[fav], and retain the previous iteration
feasible solution and continue to Step 6.
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Step 6. On the completion of prespecified ntest iterations, the
following conditions are checked for every further iteration.

(a) IfG(Y[fav],n)≤G(Y[fav],n−ntest ), then every agent shrinks
its sampling interval as follows:

Ψi ∈
[(

X [fav]
i −

∥
∥
∥Ψ

upper
i −Ψlower

i

∥
∥
∥ · λdown

)

,

(

X [fav]
i +

∥
∥
∥Ψ

upper
i −Ψlower

i

∥
∥
∥ · λdown

)]

,

0 < λdown ≤ 1,

(14)

where λdown is referred to as the interval factor corre-
sponding to the shrinking of sample space.

(b) If G(Y[fav],n) and G(Y[fav],n−ntest ) are feasible and
‖G(Y[fav],n) − G(Y[fav],n−ntest )‖ ≤ ε, then the system
objective G(Y[fav],n) can be referred to as a stable so-
lution G(Y[fav], s) or possible local minimum. In order
to jump out of this possible local minimum, a per-
turbation approach is incorporated. It is described
below.

Every agent i perturbs its current favorable strategy X [fav]
i

by a perturbation factor facti corresponding to the reciprocal

of its favorable strategy X [fav]
i as follows:

X [fav]
i = X [fav]

i ±
(

X [fav]
i × facti

)

, (15)

where

facti =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

random value ∈
(

σ lower
1 , σ

upper
1

)

if
1

X [fav]
i

≤ γ,

random value ∈
(

σ lower
2 , σ

upper
2

)

if
1

X [fav]
i

> γ

(16)

and σ lower
1 , σ

upper
1 , σ lower

2 , σ
upper
2 are randomly generated values

between 0 and 1; that is, 0 < σ lower
1 , σ

upper
1 , σ lower

2 , σ
upper
2 < 1,

and σ lower
1 < σ

upper
1 ≤ σ lower

2 < σ
upper
2 . The value of γ as well

as “+” or “−” sign in (15) is chosen based on the preliminary
trials of the algorithm.

It gives a chance to every agent i to jump out of the
local minima and further may help to search for a better
solution. The perturbed solution is accepted if and only if the

feasibility is maintained. Furthermore, every agent expands
its sampling interval as follows:

Ψi ∈
[(

Ψlower
i −

∥
∥
∥Ψ

upper
i −Ψlower

i

∥
∥
∥ · λup

)

,

(

Ψ
upper
i +

∥
∥
∥Ψ

upper
i −Ψlower

i

∥
∥
∥ · λup

)]

,

0 < λup ≤ 1,

(17)

where λup is referred to as the interval factor corresponding
to the expansion of sample space.

Step 7. If either of the two criteria listed below is valid,
accept the current stable system objective G(Y[fav], s) and
corresponding Y[fav], s as the final solution referred to as

G(Y[fav], final) and Y[fav], final = {X [fav], final
1 ,X [fav], final

2 , . . . ,
X [fav], final
N−1 ,X [fav], final

N }, respectively and stop; else continue to
Step 8.

(a) If temperature T = Tfinal or T → 0.

(b) If there is no significant change in the successive sta-
ble system objectives (i.e., ‖G(Y[fav], s)−G(Y[fav], s−1)‖≤
ε) for two successive implementations of the pertur-
bation approach.

Step 8. Each agent i then samples mi strategies from within
the updated sampling interval Ψi and forms the correspond-
ing updated strategy set Xi represented as follows:

Xi =
{

X [1]
i ,X [2]

i ,X [3]
i , . . . ,X [mi]

i

}

, i = 1, 2, . . . ,N.

(18)

Reduce the temperature T = T − αTT , update the iteration
counter n = n + 1, and return to Step 1.

3.2. Nash Equilibrium. To achieve a Nash equilibrium, every
agent in a MAS should have the properties of rationality and
convergence [41–44]. Rationality refers to the property by
which every agent selects (or converges to) the best possible
strategy given the strategies of the other agents. The con-
vergence property refers to the stability condition, that is, a
policy using which every agent selects (or converges to) the
best possible strategy when all the other agents use their poli-
cies from a predefined class (preferably same class). The Nash
equilibrium is naturally achieved when all the agents in a
MAS are convergent and rational. Moreover, a Nash equi-
librium is guaranteed when all the agents use stationary
policies, that is, those policies that do not change over time.
It is worth to mention here that all the agents in the MAS
proposed using PC algorithm exhibit the above-mentioned
properties. It is elaborated in the detailed PC algorithm dis-
cussed in the previous few paragraphs.

In any game, there may be a large but finite number of
Nash equilibria present, depending on the number of strat-
egies per agent as well as the number of agents. It is essential
to choose the best possible combination of the individual
strategies selected by each agent. It is quite hard to go through
every possible combination of the individual agent strategies
and choose the best out of it that can produce a best possible
Nash equilibrium and hence the system objective.
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As discussed in the detailed PC algorithm, in each itera-
tion n, every agent i selects the best possible strategy referred

to as the favorable strategy X [fav],n
i by guessing the possible

strategies of the other agents. This information about its fa-

vorable strategy X [fav],n
i is made known to all the other agents

as well. In addition, the corresponding global knowledge

such as system objective valueG(Y[fav],n)=G(X [fav],n
1 ,X [fav],n

2 ,

X [fav],n
3 , . . . ,X [fav],n

N−1 ,X [fav],n
N ) is also available to each agent

which clearly helps all the agents take the best possible in-
formed decision in every further iteration. This makes the
entire system ignore a considerably large number of Nash
equilibria but select the best possible one in each iteration
and accept the corresponding system objective G(Y[fav],n).
Mathematically, the Nash equilibrium solution in any iter-
ation can be represented as follows:

G
(

X [fav],n
1 ,X [fav],n

2 ,X [fav],n
3 , . . . ,X [fav],n

N−1 ,X [fav],n
N

)

≤ G
(

X [fav],n
1 ,X [fav],n

2 ,X [fav],n
3 , . . . ,X [fav],n

N−1 ,X [fav],n
N

)

,

G
(

X [fav],n
1 ,X [fav],n

2 ,X [fav],n
3 , . . . ,X [fav],n

N−1 ,X [fav],n
N

)

≤ G
(

X [fav],n
1 ,X [fav],n

2 ,X [fav],n
3 , . . . ,X [fav],n

N−1 ,X [fav],n
N

)

,

...

G
(

X [fav],n
1 ,X [fav],n

2 ,X [fav],n
3 , . . . ,X [fav],n

N−1 ,X [fav],n
N

)

≤ G
(

X [fav],n
1 ,X [fav],n

2 ,X [fav],n
3 , . . . ,X [fav],n

N−1 ,X [fav],n
N

)

,

(19)

whereX [fav],n
i represents any strategy other than the favorable

strategy X [fav],n
i from the same sample space Ψn

i .
Furthermore, from this current Nash equilibrium point

with system objective G(Y[fav],n), the algorithm progresses to
the next Nash equilibrium point with better system objective
G(Y[fav],n+1), that is, G(Y[fav],n) ≥ G(Y[fav],n+1). As the algo-
rithm progresses, those ignored Nash equilibria as well as the
best Nash equilibria selected at previous iterations would be
noticed as inferior solutions.

This process continues until there is no change in the
current solution G(Y[fav],n), that is, no new Nash equilibrium
has been identified that proves the current Nash equilibrium
to be inferior. Hence, the system exhibits stage-wise conver-
gence to a unique Nash equilibrium and the corresponding
system objective is accepted as the final solution G(Y[fav], final).
As a general case, this progress can be represented as
G(Y[fav], 1) ≥ G(Y[fav], 2)≥· · · ≥ G(Y[fav],n) ≥ G(Y[fav],n+1) ≥
· · · ≥ G(Y[fav], final).

4. The Circle Packing Problem (CPP)
A generalized packing problem consists of determining how
best to pack z objects into a predefined bounded space that
yields best utilization of space with no overlap of object
boundaries [52, 53]. The bounded space can also be referred
to as a container. The packing objects and container can be
circular, rectangular, or irregular. Although the problem ap-
pears rather simple and in spite of its practical applications

in production and packing for the textile, apparel, naval,
automobile, aerospace, food industries, and so forth [54], the
CPP received considerable attention in the “pure” mathe-
matics literature but only limited attention in the operations
research literature [55]. As it is proven to be a NP-hard prob-
lem [53, 56–58] and cannot be effectively solved by purely
analytical approaches [59–69], a number of heuristic tech-
niques were proposed solving the CPP [52, 53, 70–82]. Most
of these approaches address the CPP in limited ways, such
as close packing of fixed and uniform sized circles inside a
square or circle container [53, 59–70], close packing of fixed
and different-sized circles inside a square or circle container
[52, 54, 75–82], simultaneous increase in the size of the
circles covering the maximum possible area inside a square
[71–74], and so forth.

As per knowledge of the authors of this paper, the CPP
was never solved in a distributed way. In this paper, as a dis-
tributed MAS, every individual circle changes its size and
position autonomously. This allows for addressing the im-
portant issue of the avoidance of the tragedy of commons
which was also never addressed before in the context of the
CPP. The next few sections describe the mathematical for-
mulation and the solution to two cases of the CPP.

4.1. Formulation of the CPP. The objective of the CPP solved
here was to cover the maximum possible area within a square
by z number of circles without overlapping one another or
exceeding the boundaries of the square. In order to achieve
this objective, all the circles were allowed to increase their
sizes as well as change their locations. The problem is formu-
lated as follows:

Minimize f = L2 −
z∑

i=1

πr2
i (20)

Subject to

√
(

xi − xj
)2

+
(

yi − yj
)2 ≥ ri + r j , (21)

xl ≤ xi − ri, (22)

xu ≥ xi + ri, (23)

yl ≤ yi − ri, (24)

yu ≥ yi + ri, (25)

0.001 ≤ ri ≤ L

2
, (26)

i, j = 1, 2, . . . , z, i /= j, (27)

where L is length of the side of the square, ri is radius of circle
i, xi, yi are x and y coordinates of the center of circle i, xl, yl
are x and y coordinates of the lower left corner of the square,
xu, yu are x and y coordinates of the upper right corner of
the square.

In solving the proposed CPP using constrained PC ap-
proach, the circles were considered as autonomous agents.
These circles were assigned the strategy sets of X-coordinates
and Y-coordinates of the center and the radius. Two cases of
the CPP were solved. These cases differ from each other based
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(a) Randomly generated initial solution
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(b) Solution at iteration 401
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(c) Solution at iteration 901
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(d) Solution at iteration 1001
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(e) Stable solution at iteration 1055

Figure 3: Stepwise solution for Case 1.
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Figure 4: Convergence of the objective function for Case 1.

on the initial configuration (location) of the circles as well as
the constraint handling method(s) applied solving each case.
In Case 1, the circles were randomly initialized inside the
square and were not allowed to cross the square boundaries.
The constraints in (21) were satisfied using the feasibility-
based approach described in Section 3. And the constraints
in (22) to (25) were satisfied in every iteration of the algo-
rithm using a repair approach. The repair approach refers
to pushing the circles inside the square if they crossed the
boundaries of it. It is similar to the one implemented by
the authors of this paper in their previous work [1, 26]. In
Case 2, the circles were randomly located in and around the
square and all the constraints from (21) to (25) were satisfied
using the feasibility-based approach described in Section 3.
The initial configuration of Case 1 and Case 2 is shown in
Figures 3(a) and 6(a), respectively.

The constrained PC algorithm solving both cases was
coded in MATLAB 7.8.0 (R2009A), and the simulations were
run on a Windows platform using an Intel Core 2 Duo,
3 GHz processor speed and 3.25GB memory capacity. Fur-
thermore, for both cases, the set of parameters chosen was as
follows: (a) individual agent sample size mi = 5, (b) number
of test iterations ntest = 20, (c) the shrinking interval factor
λdown = 0.05, (d) the expansion interval factor λup = 0.1, (e)
perturbation parameters σ lower

1 = 0.001, σ
upper
1 = 0.01,

σ lower
2 = 0.5, σ

upper
2 = 0.7, γ = 0.99, and the sign in (15) was

chosen to be “−”. In addition to it, a voting heuristic was also
incorporated in the constrained PC algorithm. It is described
in the Section 4.4.

4.2. Case 1: CPP with Circles Randomly Initialized Inside the
Square. In this case of the CPP, five circles (z = 5) were ini-
tialized randomly inside the square without exceeding the
boundary edges of the square. The length of the side of the
square was five units (i.e., L = 5). More than 30 runs of
the constrained PC algorithm described in Section 3 were
conducted solving Case 1 of the CPP with different initial
configurations of the circles inside the square. The true opti-
mum solution was achieved in every run with the average
CPU time of 14.05 minutes, and average number of function
evaluations is 17515.

The randomly generated initial solution, the interme-
diate iteration solutions, and the converged true optimum
solution from one of the instances are presented in Figure 3.
The corresponding convergence plot of the system objective
is presented in Figure 4. The convergence of the associated
variables such as radius of the circles, X-coordinates, and Y-
coordinates of the center of the circles is presented in Figures
5(a), 5(b) and 5(c), respectively. The solution was converged
at iteration 1035 with 26910 function evaluations. The true
optimum value of the objective function ( f ) achieved was
3.0807 units.

As mentioned before, the algorithm was assumed to have
converged when successive implementations of the perturba-
tion approach stabilize to equal objective function value. It is
evident from Figures 3, 4, and 5 that the solution was con-
verged to true optimum at iteration 1055 as the successive
implementations of the perturbation approach produced
stable and equal objective function values. Furthermore, it is
also evident from Figures 4 and 5 that the solution was per-
turbed at iteration 778, 901, 1136, and 1300. It is clear that
the implementation of the perturbation approach at iteration
901 helped the solution to jump out of the local minima and
further achieve the true optimum solution at iteration 1106.

4.3. Case 2: CPP with Circles Randomly Initialized. In this
case of the CPP, five circles (z = 5) were initialized randomly
in the space with no restriction as in Case 1 where circles were
randomly placed inside the square. The length of the side
of the square was five units (i.e., L = 5). Similar to Case 1,
more than 30 runs of the constrained PC algorithm described
in Section 3 with different initial configuration of the circles
were conducted solving Case 2. The true optimum solution
was achieved in every run with the average CPU time of
14.05 minutes, and average number of function evaluations
is 68406.

The randomly generated initial solution, the interme-
diate iteration solutions, and the converged true optimum
solution from one of the instances of Case 2 are presented in
Figure 6. The corresponding convergence plot of the system
objective is presented in Figure 7. The convergence of the
associated variables is presented in Figures 8(a), 8(b), and
8(c), respectively. The solution was converged at iteration 955
with 24830 function evaluations. The true optimum value of
the objective function ( f ) achieved was 3.0807 units.

In the instance of Case 2 represented here, the solution
was perturbed at iteration 788, 988, 1170, and 1355. It is
clear that the implementation of the perturbation approach
at iteration 788 helped the solution to jump out of the local
minima and further achieve the true optimum solution at
iteration 955. It is important to mention that the instance
illustrated here did not require the voting heuristic to be
applied.

4.4. Voting Heuristic. In a few instances of the CPP cases
solved here, in order to jump out of the local minimum, a
voting heuristic was required. It was implemented in con-
junction with the perturbation approach. Once the solution
was perturbed, every circle voted 1 to each quadrant which
it does not belong to at all and voted 0 otherwise. The circle
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(b) Convergence of the X-coordinates of the center
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(c) Convergence of the Y-coordinates of the center

Figure 5: Convergence of the strategies of circle 1.

with the smallest size shifted itself to the extreme corner of
the quadrant with the highest number of votes, that is, the
winner quadrant. The new position of the smallest size circle
was confirmed only when the solution remained feasible and
the algorithm continues. If all the quadrants acquire equal
number of votes, then no circle moves its position and the
algorithm continues. The voting heuristic is demonstrated in
Figure 9.

A voting grid corresponding to every quadrant of the
square in Figure 9(a) is represented in Figure 9(b). The solid
circles represent the solution before perturbation while cor-
responding perturbed ones are represented in dotted lines.
The votes given by the perturbed circles (dotted circles) to
the quadrants are presented in the grid. As the maximum
number of votes are given to quadrant 1 (i.e., Q 1), the circle
with smallest size (circle 3) shifts to the extreme corner of the
quadrant Q 1 and confirms the new position as the solution
remains feasible. Based on the trials conducted so far, it was
noticed that the voting heuristic was not necessary to be
implemented in every run of the constrained PC algorithm

solving the CPP. Moreover, in those of the few cases in which
the voting heuristic was required, it was required to be imple-
mented only once in the entire execution of the algorithm. A
variant of the voting heuristic was also implemented in con-
junction with energy landscape paving algorithm [54, 76,
77]. The smallest circle was picked and placed randomly at
the vacant place producing new configuration. It was claimed
that this heuristic helped the algorithm jump out of the local
minima. Furthermore, this heuristic was required to be im-
plemented in every iteration of the algorithm.

5. Discussion

The above solutions using constrained PC indicated that it
could successfully be used to solve constrained optimization
problems such as the CPP. It is evident from the results that
the approach was sufficiently robust and produced true op-
timum results in every run of both cases. It implies that
the rational behavior of the agents could be successfully for-
mulated and demonstrated. It is important to highlight that
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(a) Randomly generated initial solution
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(b) Solution at iteration 301
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(c) Solution at iteration 401
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(d) Solution at iteration 601
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(e) Solution at iteration 801
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(f) Stable solution at iteration 955

Figure 6: Stepwise solution for Case 2.
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Figure 7: Solution convergence plot for Case 2.

the distributed nature of the PC approach allowed the total
number of function evaluations to be equally divided among
the agents of the system. This can be made practically evident
by implementing the PC approach on a real distributed plat-
form assigning separate workstations carrying out the com-
putations independently. These advantages along with the
directly incorporated uncertainty using the real-valued prob-
abilities treated as variables suggest that PC can potentially be
applied to real world complex problems.

It is worth to mention some of the key differences of the
PC methodology presented here and the original PC ap-
proach [2, 3, 13, 14]. In the present approach, fewer numbers
of samples were drawn from the uniform distribution of the
individual agent’s sampling interval. On the contrary, the
original PC approach used a Monte Carlo sampling method
which was computationally expensive and slow as the num-
ber of samples needed was in the thousands or even millions.
Most significantly, the sampling in further stages of the PC
algorithm presented here was narrowed down in every itera-
tion by selecting the sampling interval in the neighborhood
of the most favorable value in the particular iteration. This
ensures faster convergence and an improvement in efficiency
over the original PC approach in which regression was neces-
sary to sample the strategy values in the close neighborhood
of the favorable value. Moreover, the coordination among the
agents representing the variables in the system was achieved
based on the partial small bit of information. In other words,
in order to optimize the global/system objective, every agent
selects its best possible strategy by guessing the model of
every other agent based merely on their recent favorable stra-
tegies communicated. This gives the advantage to the agents
and the entire system to quickly search the better solution
and reach the Nash equilibrium and avoid the tragedy of
commons.

In addition, the feasibility-based rule in [34–40] suffered
from maintaining the diversity and further required addi-
tional techniques such as niching [34], SA [35], modified
mutation approach [38, 39], and several associated trials in
[36–39], and so forth. It may require further computations
and memory usage. On the other hand, a simple pertur-
bation approach assisting the feasibility-based rule imple-
mented here was computationally cheaper and requires no
additional memory usage.

In agreement with the no-free-lunch theorem [83], some
limitations were also identified. The rate of convergence and
the quality of the solution were dependent on the parameters
such as the number of strategies mi in every agent’s strategy
set Xi, the interval factor λ, number of test iterations ntest, the
shrinking interval factor λdown, the expansion interval factor
λup, and also the perturbation parameters such as σ lower

1 ,
σ

upper
1 , σ lower

2 , σ
upper
2 , and γ. It necessitated some preliminary

trials for fine-tuning these parameters. Additionally, in order
to confirm the convergence, the algorithm was required to
be run beyond the convergence for a considerable number of
iterations.

6. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

This paper proposes a generalized constrained PC approach
using a variation of the feasibility-based rule originally pro-
posed in [34]. Similar to [27], the constraint violation tol-
erance was iteratively tightened in order to obtain the fitter
solution. In addition, in order to jump out of the possible
local minima, the perturbation approach was successfully in-
corporated into the constrained PC algorithm. The concept
of Nash equilibrium was also successfully formalized and
demonstrated. Furthermore, the authors believe that the PC
algorithm is made simpler and faster by improving the sam-
pling method, the convergence criterion, and most impor-
tantly the neighboring approach narrowing the sampling op-
tions.

The constrained PC approach was successfully demon-
strated solving two cases of the CPP. In both cases, the ap-
proach could find the true optimal solution in reasonable
computational efforts. It is important to mention that the
concept of the avoidance of tragedy of commons was also
successfully demonstrated solving two cases of the CPP. Al-
though only inequality constraints were handled in both
cases of the CPP solved here, the approach of transformation
of the equality constraints into the inequality constraints [8–
10] can be implemented.

In the future, to make the approach more generalized and
to improve the diversification of sampling, the rate of con-
vergence, the quality of results, and so forth, a self-adaptive
scheme can be developed for the parameters such as the
number of strategies mi and interval factor λ. Furthermore,
the constraint handling technique may be further improved/
developed using a multicriteria optimization approach [8–
10, 84]. The constrained PC approach can be used for solving
more realistic problems such as machine shop scheduling
and urban traffic, and so forth. The authors also see some
potential in the field of healthcare systems management [85].

Appendix

Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
Method Minimizing the Homotopy Function

The minimization of the Homotopy function given in (12)
was carried out using a suitable second-order optimiza-
tion technique such as Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno
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Figure 8: Convergence of the strategies of circle 2.

(BFGS) method [47, 48]. The approximated Hessian in this
method is positive definite. Moreover, the updating of the
Hessian also preserves the positive definiteness. The BFGS
method minimizing the Homotopy function in (12) is dis-
cussed below.

(1) Set BFGS iteration counter k = 1, BFGS maximum
number of iterations ν, and step size αstep (0 < αstep ≤
1). The value of αstep is held constant throughout the
optimization and chosen based on the preliminary
trials of the algorithm.

(a) Initialize the convergence criterion q(Xi)
k −

q(Xi)
k−1 ≤ ε2. The convergence parameter ε2 =

0.0001 is equal for all the N agents.

(b) Initialize the Hessian Hk
i to a positive definite

matrix, preferably identity matrix I of size mi ×
mi.

(c) Initialize the probability variables as follows:

q(Xi)
k =

{(

q
(

X[1]
i

)k = 1
mi

)

,

(

q
(

X [2]
i

)k = 1
mi

)

, . . . ,

(

q
(

X [mi]
i

)k = 1
mi

)}

.

(A.1)

That is, assign uniform probabilities to the
strategies of agent i. This is because, at the be-
ginning, least information is available (largest
uncertainty and highest entropy) about which
strategy is favorable for the minimization of the

collection of system objectives
∑mi

r=1G(Y[r]
i ).

(d) Compute the gradient of the Homotopy func-
tion in (12) as follows
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⎣
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(A.2)

(2) Compute the search direction as dk
i = −Ck

i · (Hk
i )
−1

.

(3) Compute Ji((q(Xi) + αstep · dk
i ),T).

(4) Update the probability vector q(Xi)
k+1 = q(Xi)

k +
αstep · dk

i

(5) Update the Hessian Hk+1
i = Hk

i + Dk
i + Ek

i , where

Dk
i =

yk
i .
(

yk
i

)T

yk
i · ski

, Ek
i =

Ck
i ·

(

Ck
i

)T

Ck
i · dk

i

,

ski = αstep · dk
i , yk

i = Ck+1
i − Ck

i ,

(A.3)
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(A.4)

(6) Accept the current probability distribution q(Xi)
k if

k ≥ ν or the condition q(Xi)
k − q(Xi)

k−1 ≤ ε2 is true
for successive considerable number of iterations, then
stop; else update k = k + 1 and go to (2).
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